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CHlli'TER I 
THE PROBLEM 
Statement of the problem. The purpose of this study is to 
construct and evaluate a diagnostic test for the measurement of the 
ability of seventh-grade pupils to organize paragraphs. A test 
that will measure the skill of paragraph organization apart from 
other composition skills will be of great service to teachers in 
planning more efficient methods of instruction that will provide 
for individual differences in paragr aph construction. 
Definition of the term "or ganize". The term "organize" 
as used in this study may be defined as the ability to evaluate 
ideas and arr ange them in sequence suited to the major idea ex-
pressed in t he topic s entence . The paragraphs used in this study 
rdll be of expository or practical descriptive type built logically 
on a topic sentence and developed according to time, space, point 
of view, or logical sequence. 
Justification of the choice of the problem. The need for 
an instrument to measure composition skills objectively has been 
recognized for nearly half a century, but no standardized objective 
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tests have been produced for the express purpose of measuring organ-
ization ability. 
1 
Stalnaker has criticized modern achievement tests for their 
failure to measure organization and suggests that attention may well 
be directed to this ability. 
Composition scales have been constructed for rating compo-
2 
sition skills, but as Greene has mentioned: "Composition scales 
measure only general merit and so do not isolate and measure specif-
ic elements involved in expression." 
3 
Cecile Fleming has also commented on these scales: ncmr.-
position scales are too unreliable and too vague to form adequate 
bases for remedial work. 11 
The importance of organization of ideas cannot be over-empha-
4 
sized. In the School Review, Traxler has considered the ability 
to recognize major and minor ideas and to apply this skill as one 
of the tvm most important characteristics of mature study. 
1 John M. Stalnaker. "Testing the Ability to Organize", &'1glish Journal, 
(College Edition), 22:561-67. Sept. 1933. .'1 I -
' f 
2 Harry A. Greene. 11lVIeasurement of the Linguistic Organization of Sentences", 
2 
University of Iowa Studies in Education, Imtfa City, Iowa, Vol. II, No .. 4, " 
p.230. 1923. 
3cecile w. Fleming. Detailed Analysis of Achievement in the High Schoo}._, 
Teachers' College Contributions to Education, New York, Teachers' College, 
Columbia University, 1925, No. 196, p. 210. 
4Arthur E. Traxler. "The ImprovEment of Study 11 , School Revie>v, 53:286, 
May, 1945. 
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In a study of reading abilities Betts observed: 
Well developed organization abilities permit 
the learner to perceive relationships between facts 
and therefore contribute to i ntelligent interpre-
tation. Hence organization abilities rank high on a 
scale of values. 
Teachers are well aware of the fact that rnany of their pupils 
lack the ability to organize their thinking into effective expression . 
It is to provide an instrument to help teachers identify easily and 
qui ckly inefficient pupils that this test is being const ructed. 
The justification for this study can be summed up in the 
following statement from the Fifth Annual Bulletin of the National 
2 
Confer ence on Research in English: 
Thus far, the ability of the student to organ-
ize his thoughts expressed in verbal form has been 
measured most artificially and inadequately, yet every 
teach er realizes the importance of the development of 
this ability. 
The problem is, then, to construct a test that will provide 
in.teresting, fruniliar subject matter vfhich will be dealt with natu-
rally and which will be measured objectively. The factor of uni-
,,, formity of response is essential to assure maximum ob j ectivity. ~~~, 111 The scope and limitations of the stuqy. This test is li :~ Jilnmett A. Betts. "Developing Basic Reading Abilities, " Elementary ! 
English Review, 20:319, December, 1943. I 
I! 2 Harry A. Greene, Chairman. "Principles of Method in Elementary English l1 
i! Composition, 11 Fifth Annual Research Bulletin, The National Conference on !I 
ii Research in English, New York, Seat t , Foresman and C01llpany, 1937, p. 21. ~~ 
113 
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planned to measure skill in paragraph organization and is to be 
administered -
1. To 247 unselected pupils of grade seven in a 
city school. 
2. To pupils representing a wide range of social 
and economic background. 
3. To pupils representing eight different ~1glish 
classes. 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF REL.A.'rED RESEARCH 
Although no research has been reported on the organization 
of paragraphs, studies have been reported on: the importance of 
organization as an aid to comm~Dication , the recognition of patterns 
of organization as an aid in reading, the value of outlining as an 
aid to organized thinking, the measurement of organization as in-
eluded in composition scales . Some standardized tests include occa-
sional items that meas<.l.re the ability to arrange material sequentially. 
Organization as a factor in the communication of ideas. 
Effective transfer of ideas among people demands orderly thinking 
and eA~ression. An upswing of interest is evident in 1925 in the 
1 
importance of organization as a necessary skill. Paul Klapper 
in Teaching English in the Elementary and Junior School observes: 
Lack of sequence of ideas causes lack of 
clearness and force. The problem is not to teach 
the principles of organization but to bring home 
consciousness of its needs and its importance by 
11 reductio ad adsurdum11 • 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Wnenever the topic is one of exposition, narration, 
or argu entation, then the logical sequence is exceedingly 
r lPaul Klapper. Teaching English in the Elementary and Junior High School. 
(Hanual of Method), D. Appleton and Company, New York, 1925, p. ' 71. 
5 
important in securing clearness and force. 
2 
l 
Lyman places organization of ideas second in presenting 
three qualities necessary in compositions : 
The National English Committees under the direc-
tion of Lyman have urged high schools that content be of 
first importance; organization of ~deas second; and form, 
third. 
3 
Blanchard declares that clearness and forcefulness in 
thought-giving depend on organization. 
4 
.Stalnaker, in a study of the compositions of college 
freshmen, reports: "One of the traits characteristic of good writing 
is organization." 
In the School Review of January 1938; McDowell and Anderson 
present further evidence of the i111portance of this skill: 
Not only is the organization of ideas one of 
the most i:rnportant abilities involved in silent 
reading comprehension , but such an ability is a pre-
requisite to effective oral and written expression . 
6 
Dolch in A Hanual for Remedial Readin_g describes organi-
zation as ••• "an aid to clear, forceful thinking." 
1 Klapper, Op. cit., p. 83 . 
5 
2 R. L. Lyman. Summary of Investigations Relating to Grammar, Language, and 
Composition, Supplementary Education J.v1onograph, No. 36, The University of 
Chicago, Januar,r, 1929, p. 20. 
3 Frederic T. Blanchard. 
1934, PP• 13-14. 
The Art of Composition. Ginn and Co., Boston, 
4 John M. Stalnaker. "Question IV: The Essa.y", English Journal (College), 
26:139, February, 1937. 
5 John D. IvJ:cDowell and Howard R. A.11derson. "Testing the Abilities of 
to Outline", School Review, 46:48, Januar-.r, 1938. 
6 . 
Edward TJT. Dolch. A ~1anual for Remedial Reading. The Garrard Press, 
Champaign, Ill., 1939, p. 122. 
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1 
Hinton in a study of the style and rhetoric of composi-
tions observes that better cornposi tions are better organized than 
inferior compositions. 
2 
Nark Neville has made a careful study of the importance 
of orderly arrangement of ideas to accurate interpretation of 
thought: 
Regardless of whatever high standards of usage 
and correctness are acquired, meanings will be diffi-
cult to achieve in either oral or written expression 
unless ideas are properly organized. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Confusion is rampant in many paragraphs written 
by children and by adults as well . Poor paragraphing 
is the result of the lack of organization in the mind 
of the writer. The writer must be conscious of the 
divisions of his subject which call for new paragraphs. 
These divisions occur when the development of a new 
idea begins. Consequently sequence of ideas must be 
clear cut and orderly. The paragraph itself must be 
nnified arou..."ld one idea and one only, and the sepa-
rate sentences must build up that idea in an orderly 
manner. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Something should be done to help pupils develop their 
thinking in such ways that they will write better para-
graphs. 
3 
Betts also stresses the importance of organization of 
1 Eugene M. Hinton. An Anal;y-tical Study of the Qualities of Style and 
Rhetoric Found in English Compositions, Teachers' College Contributions to 
Education, New York, Teachers' College, Columbia .University, 1940, No. 806, 
I I P• 116. 
J 
2 ¥1ark A. Neville, Muriel M. Kelly, and :tvrary T. Thorp. Resources in 
! English, New York, Rand McNally and Company, 1942, pp. 44-45. 
Teach~ 
1 3 Betts, Op. cit. 
ideas in the communicative process: 
Information is organized for the purpose of 
applying facts to the solution of a personal problem 
or for communication to others interested in the same 
problem. In addition, well developed organization 
abilities permit the learner to perceive relation-
ships between facts and therefore contribute to in-
telligent interpretation. Hence organization abili-
ties rank high on a scale of values. 
1 
Hulsman in a recent study states : "The skill of organi-
zation is one of the abilities which is necessary to the development 
of both a clear concept and recall of material read. 11 
A test to measure the ability of seventh, eighth, ru1d ninth 
grade pupils to organize has been constructed and evaluated by 
2 
Prescott, further evidencing the importance of the skill. 
Organization as a reading skill. Among the many recent 
studies in the area of reading skills, the organization of i deas 
3 
has been given considerable attention. Hulsm&~ introduces a 
study of Exercises to Develop Reading Organization in Grade Six 
with the statement: 
Much of a person's ability to study, to remem-
ber, to write clearly, and to speak with coherence de-
/ pends upon his skill in organizing the material which 
I 
I
ll ! Helen Louise Hulsman. Exercises to Develop Reading Organization in Grade 
i Six. Unpublished Master of Education Service Paper, Boston University, 1947, 
1: p. 3. 
11/ 2 George Prescott. The Construction and Validation of a Test of Organi-
1 zation Abilities in Grades Six, Seven, and Eight. Unpublished ~ffister of 
1
. Education Thesis, Boston University, l94S, 
I 
:3 
1 
Hulsman, Op. cit., p. 1. 
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:1 ll 
he reads in such a way that it will fit his purpose . 
Not only do adults meet such a need, but pupils in 
the upper elementary school begin to feel the neces-
sity for such an ability if they are to be su~cessful 
in the classroom. From this it would seem that pupils 
need to be taught to organize at the seventh-grade 
level or before. 
1 
Traxler, in the School Review for l~y 1945, stresses the 
importance of 11work-type 11 reading skills emphasizing the ability to 
distinguish between important and unimportant details. He says in 
part: 
A contribution all teachers can make to the 
improvement of study is to be alert to opportunities 
to te a.ch '";vork-type 11 reading skills, such as selec-
ting main ideas, outlining, notemaking, skimming, 
and reviewing. All these skills have one factor in 
common - the ability to recognize and to separate 
that which is important enough to be retained and 
made a part of one's functional learning from that 
which is subordinate, detailed, and completely 
trivial. 
This subordination of minor ideas is an essential part of organ-
ization for it not only requires orderly arrangement but also an 
evaluation of the relative importance of those items to be ar-
ranged. 
This same orgru1ization skill of selecting and arranging 
2 
major and minor ideas is noted by Tetrick: 
Among the various abilities in reading is 
the ability to comprehend what is read and organ-
ize it into a complete whole with all its various 
relationships. This ability comprises a number 
\ 1 Traxler, Op. cit., p. 292. 
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2 Rosemary Tetrick. Outlining and Summarizing as a Study Skill. 
Master of Education Thesis, Boston University, 1943, p. 8. 
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stating: 
of study skills, perhaps the most important being 
that of outlining and summarizing. 
1 
Durrell observes the effect of the lack of organization 
A child may be 11vwak" in the ability to organize 
ideas and to discriminate between ~ajor and minor ideas 
with a result that either 1vritten or oral recall is a 
collection of loosely associated fragments of the selec-
tion. 
The recognition of the importance of organization as a neces-
sary reading skill has influenced the thinking not only of recent 
educators but also those of the last quarter of a century. Goody-
2 
koontz in the Elementary English Review for April 1930, notes: 
"Two major phases - selective sorting (analysis) and formulating 
(synthesizing), we commonly call organizing", and among eighteen 
points suggested for a..'1a.lyzing >vhat is read lists the following 
that pertain to the present study: 
Finding the keynote sentence 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Arranging ideas in order 
In reading a story, listing events in order of 
occurrence 
In reading an historical account, listing events 
chronologically 
In reading an argument, listing the author's points 
in order of weight or importance 
Classifying or grouping ideas 
Grouping paragraphs around main points 
Locating subordinate or supporting points 
1 Donald D. Durrell. Improvement of Basic Reading Abilities. \vorld Book 
Company, New York, 1940, p. 295. 
Bess Goodykoontz. "Teaching Pupils to Organize What They Read", Elemen-
1tary English Review, 7:88-89, April, 1930. 
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1 
In the English Journal for Y~y 1937, Deal and Seamans e~ 
phasize the importance of organization as an aid in developing com-
prehension. They include: 
•••••• the selection of ke~Nords of a paragraph. The 
pupil is asked to read aloud or underline on paper 
only those words which are absolutely essential to 
convey the idea. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
The selection of a topic sentence, the making 
of titles for paragraphs or headlines for newspaper 
stories also proved valuable practice in this con-
nection. 
2 
Keneally lists among study skills for the intermediate 
grades: finding minor ideas with major ideas supplied ~nd finding 
major ideas >rith minor ideas supplied. Both of these skills de~ 
pend upon the ability to organize. 
The ability to recognize major and minor ideas in a well 
organized paragraph and the ability to rearrange disorderly ideas 
into a paragraph of orderly sequence are in the opinion of the 
author sufficiently similar to the extent that training in one 
will indirectly b,ring g;ains in the other. 
Organization developed through outlining. Outlining is of 
its ver;l nature a process of orderly thinking. It would seem 
logical therefore to assume that the ability to outline presupposes 
the ability to evaluate ideas. 
l l Ada B. Deal ctnd Albert Seamans. "Group Remedial Reading in High School 11 , 
Er;tglish Journal, 26:358, May, 1937. 
2catherine Keneally. The Relative Order of Difficulty of Several Types of 
Study Skills in the Intermediate Grades, Unpublished 1-1aster of Education 
Thesis, Boston University, 1939, p. 23. 
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All written con@unication must be developed according to 
some plan which is determined by the purpose . If the nature of 
the writing is factual or expository it may ••• 11 be reduced to 
1 
points and topics, and be given in an outline." Since the con-
cepts presented in an expository paragraph grow logically, each 
one evolving from the one before it, the preparation of an outline 
provides a sort of check list whereby the sequential arrangement 
of ideas in the paragraph can be quickly noted and revised if 
necessary. 
2 
Barton ' s observations in Outlining as a Study Procedure 
indicate that outlining aids r ecall. 'l'his study reports that those 
vrho outlined soCial studies remembered more of what theJr read t han 
those who did not outline. 
serves: 
Ability to outline depends essentially on 
skill in organizing content •••••• The pupil must 
recognize the maj or divisions of content in a 
selection that he haS. read and must be able to 
arrange in order under appropriate major headings 
such points as are subordinate . 3 
4 
In the English Journal for February 1935, Salisbury 
Emphasis is shifting from such a concept as 
ob-
1 Edward H. Webster and Dora. Smith . Teaching English in the Junior High 
School, World Book Company, New York , 1927, p. 83. 
I 
2 William Barton, Jr. Outlining as a Study Procedure, Teachers' College, 
1 
Colulli.bia University, 1930, pp. 91-96. 
'i I 3 }kDowell and Anderson, Op . cit., pp. 48-50. 
I 4 Rachel Salisbury. 11 Some Effects of Training in Outlining'', English 
Journal, (College Edition), 2l~:lll-ll2, February, 1935. 
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'master-y- of outlining for the sake of better com-
positions' to 1mastery of outlining as evidence 
of command of thought patterns or organizations'. 
If training in outlining is given with two-
way conmrunication (thought-getting and thought-
giving) as a clearly defined goal, it proves useful 
not only in the English course for composition 
building but also in courses based upon reading for 
ideas as science, history, etc . 
There mus t be skill in discriminating among 
ideas - the critical analysis of ideas r ead or heard 
and the synthetic arrangement of ideas to be ~~itten 
or said •••• There must be _familiarity with three 
siw~le types of organization - logical, chronologi-
cal, and arbitrary. 
l -
Tetrick reports i n a recent study of outlining: •••• 
"training in logical organization improves thinking and reasoning." 
2 
Chase in the English Journal for April 1949 states : 
••• ordered planning and vmrking are essential to edu-
cative growth. • ••• OutlinL~g is merely the means to 
logical or clear thinking. Young people are required 
to think logically when they think by topics; •••• 
when they think in terms of time sequence or chrono-
logical sequence; •••• when they think_in terms of 
geographical sequence. 
Outlining clarifies speaking by presenting 
w~in points to guide the progress of conversation from 
thought to thought, thus eliminating attempts to 
present cluttered concepts. The aids of a plruh~ed 
organization for listening, for reading, for v~riting 
are obvious. 3 
Organization as measured by composition scales. The use 
cit., P• 8. 
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l[ l Tetrick, Op. 
I 2 Naomi Chase. 
II 38:201, April, 
I 
"Outlining- an Aid to Logical Expression", English Journal, j' 
1949. 
3 
'I Ibid . , _p . 202. 
I 
of composition scales for rating compositions, though providing 
measures of general merit rather than specific, does significantly 
1 
reduce the variability in teachers' estimates of compositions. 
The composition scales constructed by Hillegas in 1912 and 
by Hudelson in 1923 have been the most important of the composition 
scales; but even these have been found i nadequate because they are 
2 
too subjective. The Hillegas Scale measures such a variety of 
factors that measurement of organization is almost negligible. 
3 
The Hudelson Scale is also a general merit scale; however, be-
cause of the uniformity of topic, some index of organization can 
be gained through its use. 
ili1 improvement of the Hillegas Scale was presented by 
4 
Ballou who claimed that the Hillegas Scale had not been satis-
factor-y to the teachers in Newton . This improved form, called the 
Harvard- i'Jewton Scale, rated as good or bad tlventy-seven separate 
I qualities among which were: order of detail, selection of detail, 
I 
I 
ll Greene, Op. cit., p. 20. 
j2 lf.d.lo B. Hillegas, Scale for the Measurement of Quality in English Com-
lposition by Young People, Teachers' College, Columbia University, Nev.- York, 1913. ~~ 3 Earl Hudelson. Hudelson's Typical Composition Ability scale, Public 
School Publishing Company, Bloomington, Illinois, 1923. 
I 
Earl Hudelson. Hudelson English Composition Scale, First rev., World . 
Book Company, New York, 1923. 
14 Frank w. Ballou. Harvard-Newton Scales for the ~feasurement of English 
Compositions. Harvard Newton Bulletin, No. II, Harvard University, 
Cambridge, Mass., 1914, p. 5. 
,, 
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1 
an:i care in revision. 
In 1925, Dr. s. A. Leonard produced a Scale of Purely Com-
2 
position Quality and suggested that such qualities as - •• • 11word 
choices, sentence structure, paragraphing, and organization - in 
shcrt, the pupils ' ideas and their composition and expression" be 
given special consideration. Following each sample composition is 
\ 
a summar.y of its merits and defects. 
A test of the ability to organize at the college level was 
3 
evaluated by Stall1aker . The test of t 1tfo es.say type questions 
was administered to students at the University of Chicago . Both 
questions were to measure the ability to organize. The themes were 
gr aded subjectively. Of this Stalnaker says: 
Subjective evaluation of students ' ability to 
organize was not reliable . Sixty papers were re-read 
and a reliability of . 57 was obtained . (The relia-
bility of the general theme grade was .48) . 4 
5 
Dora Smith launches the following criticism against co~ 
I position scales: j 
I Composition scales are too general to ferret 
l l Edward w. Dolch. "More ltccurate Use of Composition Scales", English Journal, Vol. XI;538, November, 1922. 
2 s. A. Leonard. "Building a Scale of Pure ly Composition Quality", English 
Journal, 14:761-765 , December, 1925. 
3 
Stalnaker, "T'esting the Ability to Organize" , Op. cit. 
4 Ibid. p .. 562. 
5 Dora Smitth:. "Diagnosis of Difficulties in English", Thirty-fourth Year-
book of the National Society for the study of Education, Part II , 1935, 
p . 246. 
I 15 
I 
out detailed problems needing remedial treatment. • ••• If 
we ldsh to test skill in organization and presentation of 
ideas ~ve should control the content. 
l 
Greene sinnlarly criticizes composition scales for their 
failure to provide an adequate basis for remedial work . 
2 
In 1948, Nye in his Guide for Scoring Essays of High School 
Students advocates the measurement of the component factors of com-
position separately, weighting them according to their irr~ortance. 
He states: 
••••••• that composition ability is a complex made up 
of several variable factors, and that each of these 
factors may vary independently of the others. There-
fore, the instrument which successfully measures com-
position ability should measure these component 
factors separately.. Some of these categories are 
more important than others and should be wei ghted 
accordingly. Further, all of the categories should 
be measured to secure a fair, accurate score. 
Organization as included in standardized English tests. A 
study of standardized English tests reveals the inclusion of organ-
ization items in but three tests. 
The Cooperative English Test - Single Booklet Edition (Lower 
Level) [or Test B 1: Effectiveness of Expression (Lower Level] FormS 
3 
1 devotes Part III to Organization. It tests the ability to arrange 
' i 
j 1 Greene, Op. cit., p. 19. 
12 
1\ George Prescott Nye . A Guide for the Scoring of Essays of High School 
Students, Unpublished Master of Education Service Paper, Boston University, 
1948, p. 7. 
3 Geraldine SpauldiEg and others. Cooperative English Test, Single Booklet 
(Lower Level) Form s, Cooperative Test Service, New York, 1942. 
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sent ences in cor rect or der fo r a paragraph , t o r evi s e di sorderly para-
graphs, to s el ect and subordi nate mi nor ideas . Thi s t est is f or 
grades seven t hrough t -vrelve . The t est of o r ganization is too brief 
to t est e.dequat ely and f a i rly this particular skill. 
1 
The Progressive Reading Tes t - I nt er medi ate Form A contai ns 
a f e11r items t hat measure the ability t o arrange data and t he abilit y 
to arr<mge t opics f or a par agraph . This t est is al so too brief to 
be an adequate measure of organi zation . 
2 
The Sangren- Noody Reading Test - Pa r t IV cont ains four 
paragraphs and four jumbled sent ences for each . The pupil is re-
quir ed t o r earrange in correct s eq'.l.enca , the four sent ences .?.bout 
each of t he four paragr aphs . This test is inadequate, also. 
Swmnar:v of r esearch . Report ed research indicates no study 
directed solely to the measurement of the ability t o organize para-
graphs . 
The i mportance o f orga.ni zation as a skill basic to orderly, 
ef fective thought and e- pressi on i s 1videly r ecognized . The need of a 
te s t to measure t hi s skill is apparent~ 
St udies in the area of reading indic ate the importanc e of 
or ganized thinking a s a reading skill. The ability t o organi ze 
r eading emphasizes evaluati on of information through s elect ion of 
n1a jor points and subordination of minor points. This a.Dal y sis in 
1Er:1est W. Tiegs and vlillis W. Clark, Progressive Reading Tests - I nter .... 
1ediate Form A, Grade 7, 8, 9. Los .Angeles , California, California Test 
Buraau, 1943. 
2Paul V. Sangren and Clifford Woody , San~renlWoody Reading Test - Form , I Grade 4 - 8 . 1-J'orld Book Company, New"Tcr{ , ~rj'd.7 . 
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thought-getting is paralleled by synthesis in thought-giving. In 
the latter, ideas must also be evaluated and arranged in proper 
sequence according to the purpose of commQDication, whether oral 
or written. Reporti..Dg or di s cus sing v:hat has been read requires 
both of these procedures . 
Outlining has bem1 considered a valuable method of organ-
izing thought. In the outline the pattern of the relationship of 
thoughts is clearly indicated. It is to be remembered, hm,rever, 
that outlining does not fit the pattern of all communication. Ex-
pository paragraphs require logical structure, but imaginative and 
l 
descriptive paragraphs are hard to reduce to a mechanical plan. 
Composition scales have been found inadequate for tvm 
reasons : they are too subjective and they measure general rather 
t han specific merit. P~l the composition scales that have been 
produced depend on personal judgment which is unreliable as a 
measure of organizational skill . In spite of their subjectivity, 
hov.rever, they have provided a method of rating compositions that 
reduces the variability of teachers' judgments. The chief criti-
cism of composition scales is their failure as a diagnostic 
measure . To provide for remedial work specific qualities must 
be measured and analyzed. 
Items testing organization are included in only three 
standardized tests, but the number of items is too few to provide 
I
. 
1 lvfary E. Doak and Henry A. Doak. =S.;::en:.:t..::...:;en=c.;::e...:::an:.:.::d;....;:.P.;;;a;;.r.;;;a~g-=-r.;:;a.J;;p:.:h...:::T.;::e.;;c.:.:hn=i:.;:;~g.;;;u;.;:;.e  
Prentice Hall Inc., New York, 1929, p. 227. 
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adequate measures of the skill. 
To meet ,the need of measuring one phase of this highly im-
portant skill of organization the author has attempted to construct 
and evaluate a test that will measure objectively the ability of 
seventh-grade pupils to organize paragraphs. 
I 
I 
l' 
I 
CHAPI'EH III 
T2:ST CONSTRUCTION /.UW ADEINISTRA.TION 
Research indicates the need for an instrument to ffieasure 
objectively the ability to organize paragraphs. Th e present study 
has been undertaken to provide measures of specific skills in 
paragraph organization . 
In constructing a t est to measure the ability of seventh-
grade pupil s t o organize paragraphs the f ollo1dng steps ~rere nee-
essary : 
1. The selection of the specific organization skills 
t o be measured 
a . An anal ysis of r ecent courses of study· to 
l earn which skills in t he organization of 
paragraphs are r ecorru:nended for particular 
emphasis at the seventh-grade level 
b. An analysis of r ecent t extbooks to discover 
the typ·~s of org<:mizc.tion skills for which 
t eaching materials e.re available at the 
seventh- grade l evel 
c. 'I'he compilati on of the skills to be te sted 
20 
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2. The construction of the test 
a. The choice of types of test items 
b. The selection of item content 
c. The arrangement of test items 
d. The esti1:.1ation of testing time 
3. The administration of the test 
a. Population to be tested 
b. Directions for administering 
c. Additional data 
4. The technique for scoring the test 
The selection of the specific organization skills to be 
measured. In order that this test might be applicable to the 
seventh-grade in general, a study vJas made of the reconrrnendations 
in courses of study for seventh-grade written communication in 
several cities throughout the country. A study was also made of 
recently published textbooks to make sure that materials for ex-
ercising the skills recommended and selected for this test would 
be available for instruction after the diagnosis had been made. 
An analysis of recent courses of study. A surve,y of the 
recent courses of study was made and ten were selected as being 
representative of average modern city schools. A careful analy-
sis v1as made of the composition requirements of e a.ch one with 
particular attention to organization in paragr aph development for 
grade seven. 
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A course of Study in English Grades 7 ru1d S, for Chicago, 
i ncludes -
Communication: Oral and 1.Vritten 
General Obj ectives 
. . . . . . . 
To develop in the pmver to organize ideas and material 
effectively 
I. Direct experiences 
II. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Techniques of Expression (Stories of Personal Experi-
ence) 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • 
2. The consideration of the following it ems in 
planning a composition 
a. An i nteresting and direct beginning 
b. An orderly arrangement of ideas or events 
c. I rtclu.sion of i.."lteres ting detail 
. . . . " . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
3. Observance of these points in ivriting stories: 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
b. An interesting beginning 
c. Choice of pertinent details 
d. Presentation of incidents in a time sequence 
Techniques of Expression (Explanation) 
1. The consideration of the follovrlng points in 
planning an explanation: 
a . The choice of a topic interesting to both 
.,,rri ter and audience 
b . The making of a rough outline or plan of 
the composition 
c. The combining of related f act s 
d . A definite statement in the first sentence of 
what is being expl ained 
e. An orderly arrangement of the steps of the 
process 
Indir ect Experiences 
B. Report s 
Suggestions to Teachers 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
2. Prepare paragraphs containing sentences v~itten 
J! l A Course of Study in English Grades 7 and S, Con1rnunication -- Oral and 
1
1 
Written, Chic ago , Illinois, 1940. 
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in a disorg~Dized fashion for the pupils to 
rewrite in an orderly arrangement . 
3. Train for l ogical and orderly thinking by 
having pupils rearrange the sent ences in a 
jumbled paragraph which also contains L.~rel­
evant ideas . Have pupil s rewrite the para~ 
graph fo r orderly arrangement of ideas and 
for the elimination of irrelevant ones . 
4. Teach pupils to outline articles in maga-
zines or selections in content subject text-
books to show the main topics ~Yld the sub-
topics ••••• 
5. Teach the lilaking of simple outlines corlsist-
ing of the rnain topic ~~d its subpoints. 
6. Allow the class to select a topic for a 
viTitten or an oral report . As a class ex-
erci se, develop a simple outline showing 
main points and sub-heads or supporting de-
tails. Have all pupils work on the same 
outline as a class proj ect. 
7. Have pupils outline and make several oral 
and written class reports (,\Jith all pupils 
working on the same topic. Then assign 
individual repor ts after pupils have 
developed a staisfactory patt ern of work . 
B. Arrange a jumbled list of main topic s a..r1d 
sub- topics on some subj ect alr eady studied 
and give pupils practice in making an out-
line t o show the proper sequenc e and sub-
ordinat i on of i deas . 
9. Emphasize in the r eport on a special a ssign-
ment or a class topic that pupils: 
10. 
11. 
a . Keep to the subject 
b. P~range ideas in an orderly sequence 
c. Present only the point r el ated to the 
topic 
Teach the necessa~ elements of a good re-
port : 
a . Note-taking with a purpose in mind 
b . Proper organization of the material 
c. Best method of presenting it to the class 
Teach pupils th a.t in giving a short r eport : 
a. They make a siElple outline or plan of 
talk 
b. They give the topic sentence, that states 
at the begiD~ing of the r eport the points 
about which pupils are to talk. 
T'ne Gtlide to the Teaching of Oral and vvritten Language i n the li 
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Intermecliate Grad es of Long Beach, prescribes: 
•• •• no definite grade p l acerrent of techniques to be a c-
quired. Backgrounds and abilities of children in various 
sections of a communit y vary so widely that i n each group 
many stages of language gro~orth will be found. 
The work. .is d:>ne in cycles. 
the individual child should show marked growth in 
Cycle I before special emphasis is given t o Cycle II. 
Organization skills are included in the following sections : 
Cycle II Sentence Str ucture and Form 
Observe variety and sequenc e of thought in paragraphs 
Cycl e III 
Observe unity and sequence of ideas in the writing of 
a paragraph 
2 
The Course of Stud.y in English for Providence stresses the 
ability to write clear sentences but does include paragraph organ-
ization in the following : 
Wri t ing Business Lett ers (order ) 
Develop the ability to arrange proper sequence of items 
Writing Social Letters (invitation, thanks) 
I nclude necessary details 
Have n ote i n keeping with purpose 
Gu ideposts for the Ex;eressional Phases of the Language Arts 
3 
of Seattle groups the requi rements for the seventh- grade, as for each 
of the othe r grades, under three headings : "Experience Program" , 
1 The Guide i~ the Teaching of Oral and 1-'!ritten Language in the Inter-
mediate Grades of Long Beach, California, 1940. 
2 The Course of Study in English for Providence , Rhode Island, 1942. 
II 
1 3 Guideposts for the Expressional Phases of the Language Arts , Board of 
~irecto rs o f Seattl~, W~s~ington, 1944. 
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"Supporting Program" and "Fundamental Processes continuing through 
the Experienc e and Supporting Programs". Those "Experiences" related 
to the organization of paragraphs are included as follows: 
JL~perience Program (Writing) 
Keeping Records 
Organizing a useful notebook; lesson assignments, notes, 
outlines, graphs, maps, individual contributions to 
group projects; emphasis upon relevancy, order, com-
pleteness, aDd neatness. 
. . . . . . . . . . 
• • • 
Factual Information 
• • 
Making stunmaries of non-fiction reading with emphasis 
upon authenticity, discernment of major points, and 
selection of i nteresting detail 
Supporting Program: 
Librar.f Practice 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
.Taki.Dg mtes and outlining for specific uses 
. . . . . . . . 
Organization 
Learning value of outline plan 
7B - Topic Sentence 
. . . 
. . . 
?A- Three or four point outline, insuring unity and 
orderly procedure; supporting details selected 
by the who, what, when , where, how tests 
. . 
. . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Sentence Study 
Securing effectiveness in the opening sentence by 
making it express or lead into the main thought 
Fundamental Processes Continuing through the Experience and 
Supporting Programs 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Assimilation : Recognizing key thoughts; recognizing the 
f eatures of orgcnization; • • • 
1 
The Syllabus in English for Secondary Schools - Grades 7 - 12 
,
11The Syllabus in English for Secondary Schools - Grades 7 - 12 of the State 
;! Education Department, University of the State of New York, 1945 .. 
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of the State Education Department, New York, includes paragraph 
organization as follows: 
The Paragraph Theme 
Suggested Activities and Procedures 
Suggestions for constructing a story of paragraph 
length 
Reducing a general topic to a specific topic 
suitable for treatment in a very short theme 
Stating specific topic in topic sentence 
Developing topic sentence coherently 
Arranging details to reach a climax 
At the rod of these "suggested procedures " is given: 
Appraisal by the Teacher 
Have pupils gained power to organize thougtt within 
a small compass? 
Have they learned the need of elimination of the un-
necessary in order that main points may be clear? 
Have they gained in pmver to give a brief, but clear 
.and unified presentation of a single phase of a 
subject? 
1 
The 9Htline for English - Quincy Public Schools, Quincy, 
lists the following requirements: 
Major: To write a paragraph of about 100 words containing 
a topic sentence, unity, and a good closing. 
Minor: To compose a paragraph 1-vhich 
Focuses attention on one idea 
Consists of topic sentence, development and 
conclusion 
To prepare an outline, for written work of more 
than one paragraph, which: 
Is orderly in arrangement of ideas 
Builds idea upon idea 
Has a conclusion which is the natural result 
of what has gone before 
The Outline for Englis£1:.-Quincy Public Schools, Quincy, Hassachusetts, 
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The InstructionaJ_ Guide _to Mechanics .2.L English for Second .. 
1 
ary Schools, Los Angeles, includes: 
lists: 
Organization - Outlining 
Beginning to plan oral a~d written composition 
Developing two or three main points on a central idea 
(simple outline) 
Recognizing the main idea in a short paragraph 
2 
Activating English, fo r the City of Erie, Pennsylvania, 
General Aims: 
Oral 
To det ermine the main idea of a paragraph 
To select details which support the main idea of a 
paragraph 
To give directions simply, clearly, and logically 
To arrange ideas logically in a brief paragraph 
and Written Composition - Unit Four 
To ask and answer questions clearly and completely; 
to give definite directions and explanations with 
the proper sequence of ideas; to speru{ and write 
in clear, correct, simple language 
This same course of study lists reading requirements which, 
as observed through research, have a transfer value to organization 
abilities in writing. Those taught at the seventh-grade level are: 
Discover ing the central idea 
FL~ding the key words and sentences 
Discovering the relationship to the main idea of titles, 
first sentences or paragraphs, theme, and conclusion 
Preparing outlines of the plot or of selected sections 
Getting the facts 
Noting the order of details 
Comprehending the author ' s organization 
thought in a long narration 
or pattern of 
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1 Angeles, California, 19 47 • t 
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2ActivitatL~g English , Practices and Principles of Instruction in Co~ 
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1 
Experiencing the Language Arts prepared by the Florida 
State University provides for paragraph organization in -
Activities: 
Discovering how a group of related sentences forms a 
unified paragraph 
2 
E..11gl ish Activities Outline for Grades 7 and 8 for 
Clevel&~d refers to paragraph organization at the seventh- grade 
level in -
Language - Centered Work, ?A Regular 
Composition 
• • . • . . . • descriptive paragraphs, one - paragraph 
Literature - Adjusted Work, ?B Regular 
Composition 
. . . . . 
Type: chiefly one-par~graph, half to three quarters page 
length 
Try to start 1rith a statement of belief or opinion then 
develop several reasons and /or illustrations as proof 
An analysis of recent textbooks . A careful study was made 
of textbooks t o dlscover >vhat opportunities are made avail able 
through them for seventh- grade pupils to learn paragraph organization 
as required by the preceding courses of study . 
The particuJ.ar phases of paragraph development to be covered 
are: 
Topic sentence writing and development 
II 
1
1 Recogr,ition of the main idea 
/! 1Ex:periencing the Language Arts, Florida State University, Tallahassee, 
1 Florida, 1948. 
II 
1' 2English Activities Outline fer 
1 for Li terature - and Language -
Grades 7 and 8 (Tentative Course of Study 
Centered Semesters), Clevel and, Ohio , 1948 . 
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Subordination of minor ideas 
" Order of details 
Organizing information 
Evaluating data 
!\faking a simple outline 
1 
Junior English One prmrides practice i n various chapters 
in the following: 
Topic sentence recognition 
Order of facts 
Outlining 
Paragraph writing 
2 
Junior English in Act ion contains a complete chapter on 
Building Paragraphs with activities for: 
Finding the Main Idea 
Sele cting the .Topic Sent ence 
Writing the Topic Sentence 
Studying Paragraphs (how they are built ) 
i Writing Paragraphs 
/1 Studying Arrangement 
! I I . II 
1 
1 Alexander J. Stoddard, Matilda Bailey, William Dodge Lewis. Junior English ! 
1 Onb, American Book Company, Boston, 1947, pp . 10-13, 47, 72-76, 80-82, 102, I 
111 , 182, 185-195, 207, 221, 260-261, 33l.. I' 
I 2 II 
J . c. Tressler ani J.Viar gueri te B. Shelmadine . Junior English in Action , ,
1 
Book One ; Fourth Edition, D. C. Heath Co~oany , Boston, 1946, pp. 41-54, 
j_ll-119, 138-ll~4- i; 
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Testing for Unity 
. . . . . . . . . . . 
The points taught are summarized at the end of the chapter -
11ihat a Good Paragraph Needs 
1 . A good topic sentence 
2. Development by use of details, illustrations, or com-
parisons 
3. Orderly arrange~rent of details 
4. Unity- that is only one main idea 
5. A stroog ending 
In the chapter Reading and studying further practice is 
given with paragraphs -
1. Grouping and s.electing i .dea Words 
2. Selecting a title (finding the central thought) 
3. Finding the topic sentence 
4. Reading for details 
A study of simple outlining for paragraphs is included in 
the chapt er on ••••• Explaining. Sample outlines are formulated and 
refined and suggested topics are presented for actual practice. 
1 
English EveEf Day in the section Composition Plans (under 
Examining CoJIFosition Plans) provides ready made composition plans 
in topical outline form and samples to show their incorporation 
into paragraphs . Standards set forth are: 
Standards of Good Composition 
Do I make a plan of the main idea in my composition? 
Do I put the parts of my plan in the right order? 
Do I follo"' my plan in writing the composition? 
I; 1Roy I. Johnson, A. Laura McGregor, and M. Agnella GQ~. English Eve~ Day, 
: Ginn an d Company, Boston, 1948, pp . 222-231, 238-244, 248, 250, 216, 219. 
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A serie s of six questions is provided for the pupil to judge his 
own compo sition. 
A section on Paragraphs furnishes excellent practice in: 
Recognizing Main Ideas i n Paragraphs 
Finding Topic Sentences 
Developing the Topic Sentence 
Expressing J:1Iain Ideas in Topic Sentences 
Further experience with organization skills is given in the 
section Reading and Outlining. Here several paragraphs are present ed 
for the purpose of developing skill in finding topic sentences and 
details . 
1 
Building Better English 7 lists the following exercises 
for the dev elopment of skill in paragraph organization; 
Unit rl How to Go about It 
1 . J:.faking Clear Explanations 
2. Gi v' .•. n g Directions 
3. Can y ou Follow Instructions 
. . . . . . . . 
5. Para graphs Point out Ideas 
Unit VII Read ar:d Learn 
. . . . . . . . 
2. G-etting the Central Thought 
4• Finding Key Words to Get Ivieaning 
5. Learning by Sununarizing 
6. Outlining: A Help to Clear Thinking 
2 
Enjoying English devotes the entire first part of the book, 
pages 1 - ~26, to compo s ition activities . The study of topic sen-
t ences and the r ecognition of k ey words i s found L~termittently 
,j lHarry A. Greene, Kate Ashley . Building Better English, Row, Peterson, and 
~ company, Evar1ston, Ill . ,l9h7, pp. 79-95, 204-208, 214-216, 222-225. 
i 2Don ]'vJ. Ttiolfe, Lela Harll:ilton, Ellen 1'1. Geyer. 
I and Company, New York, 1945, pp. 1-126. 
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Enjoying English 7, Ne1.vson 
throughout this part. 
1 
Learning Essential English 7 in Unit II presents a stuqy 
of the paragraph under the following headings: 
Learning the Value of Paragraphs 
Studying the Correct Form in Paragraphs 
Studying Order in the Paragraph 
Learning to Make Outlines 
Learning to Make Announcements 
Each unit in the book is followed by review exercises. Much further 
practice in rearranging smtences for proper sequence in a paragraph 
is provided for in this way. 
2 
Adventures in English considers organization under -
Study 20: l'friting Paragraphs 
Study 21: Improving Paragraphs 
Study 22: Outlining 
3 
Making the Meaning Clear, as the title implies, contains 
several exercises for clear expression of thought through each of 
the four types of communication: Reading, writing, speaking, 
listening. Specific exercises for organization skills are: 
Unit One: Conversation 
. . . . . . . . . . 
Reaiing and Word Mastery 
. . . . . . . . . . 
2. Finding the Central Thought 
3. Testing Yourself 
1Florence K. Ferris, Edward E. Keener, Arthur F. Giddings. Learning 
Essential English 7, Laidlaw Brothers, New York, 1945, pp. 44-51, 61, 62, 
86, 107, 108, 128, 146, 208, 226, 227, 231. 
2David Sinclair lhrleson. Adventures in English - Grade 7. Allyn and 
Bacon, Boston, 1945, pp. 48-60. 
3clarence Stratton, John E. mossom, end Prude.."'lce Tayler Lanphear. Making 
the Meaning Clear, Houghton Mifflin Company, Boston, 1942, pp. 36-38, 50, 
66,67, 181-184, 300-304. 
32 
Unit Two: Storytelling 
Chapter Five: ' U$ing Paragraphs Correctly 
. . . . . . . . . . 
2. Arranging Ideas in Order and Keeping to the Topic 
Reading and Word .Mastery 
. . . . . . . . . 
2. Finding Important Details 
Unit Six: Descriptions 
Chapter Sixteen: Makli1g Clear and Exact Descriptions 
. . . . . . . . . . . 
2. Describing a Familiar Object 
3. Choosing Imp:>rtant Details and Arranging Them in 
an Orderly Manner 
Unit Nine: Reviews of Books and Programs 
. . . . . . . . . . . . 
Reading arrl \'lord Mastery 
1. How ;vell Do You Follow the Author• s ArrangE!llent 
of Ideas? 
2. Learning to Outline 
3. l<Iaking Your Own Outline 
The compilation of S<:ills tore tested. As a result of the 
analyses of courses of study and of textbooks the following organiza-
tion skills were .selected to be measured b.Y this test: 
1. Ability to detect lack of organization in a paragraph -
organization sense 
2. Ability t o edit a paragraph lacking organization 
3. Ability to recognize main topics in groups of related 
topics (suitable for the development of a single para-
graph) 
4. Ability to arrange supporting topics in order 
5. Ability to arrange sentences in correct order to develop 
the topic sentence 
6. Ability to select the topic sentence from groups of 
33 
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related sentences 
7. Ability to rearrange subordinate sentences according to 
chronological, spacial, or logical sequence . 
The cons trQction of the test. Before constructing the test 
items to measure the skills selected a study was made of the types 
to determine which would best serve the purpose here . Attention 
was also given to pupil interest, that content might be interest-
ing and familiar. The division of the test into parts and the 
arrangement of the individual items in each part 1-vas planned ac-
cording tot he principle of increasing difficulty. 
The cmice of types of test items . The purpose of this 
test is to measure objectively the ability to organize paragraphs. 
The particular organization skills to be measured are: the correc-
tion of disorderly paragraphs, the recognition of main ideas and 
topic sentences, the sequential arrangement of minor ideas and of 
subordinate sentences. To meet these requirements three types of 
test items have been used: 
1. The recognition - correction item 
2. The multiple - cmice item 
3. The continuity item 
In applying the recognition-correction type of item the 
pupil is required to find in a given paragraph one misplaced sen~ 
tence and ass ig1 it to its proper sequential position. 
The multiple - choice item is used for the recognition of 
main idea in a series of related topics suitable for paragraph 
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development and of the topic sentence in a group of jumbled sen-
tences comprising a paragraph. 
The continuity type tests the ability to rearrange sub-
topics to develop a main topic, to rearrange supporting sentences 
to devel op the topic sentence . 
The selection of item content . To make the content as h~~ 
teresting as possible to the pupils themselves, a study was made 
of Ttlri tten Compo sition Interests of J<mior and Senior High School 
1 
Pupils by Coleman . When f ree t o sel ect t heir own topics seventh-
grade pupils showed major interest in adventure, sports , travel and 
animals . From classroom observation the author is of the opinion 
that scien ce and aviation are a lso high points of interest for the 
average mid-century boy and gi r l of junior high age. 
The c ontent s of the test items, guided by the student pre-
ferences mention ed, ~vere variously selected from pupil composition s, 
readers, science books, history books, and magazines at the jm1ior 
high level and rewritten to suit the purpose . 
The arrangement o f test items . The four parts of the test 
as well as the i terns in each part were arranged according to diffi-
cult;y- . 
Part I, Editing Paragraphs for Order of Details, presents 
a paragraph vrit h a single misplaced sent ence. In the opinion of 
1
1John H. Colernan . Written Composition Interests of Junior and Senior H:bEh 
School Pupils, Teachers ' College Contributions to Edu~tion, New York, 
j Teachers' College , Columbia University , 1931, No . l~94 !· 
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the aut hor this is the simplest p art. If a pupil cannot recognize 
incorrect order and correct it v.rhen mat erial is presented f or 
discrimination , he is not likely to arrange i deas sequentially 1-'lhen 
he must be conc erned 1.fl. th both thought and mechanics in building an 
ori ginal pa ragraph. 
The paragraphs were arra.nged vdth attention to the obscurity 
of the misplaced sent ence and t he complexity of the thought. 
Part II , Recognizing 1-'Iain I deas and Subordinating m .nor 
Ideas , presents groups of re lated topics i n incorrect order . The 
pupil is to select the main topic in each group and arrange t he re-
maining topics in proper sequence . Each group of topics in correct 
order i'lould represent ideas for a paragr aph. 
The simplicity of such a series o f topics representing 
the ea:cliest type o f outline taught in the elementary grades facil-
itates the ·selection of the mai n topic . 
Part III, Order in the Development of Topic Sentences , 
tests only the ability to arrange sentences sequentiall y in the 
dev elopment of a g:i..ven topic sentence . Here s eries of developing 
sentences a re t o :l:>a rearr anged in t heir r espective groups. This 
test i s rnore dif f icult than either of t he first two because of the 
compl exity of the material t o b e r earranged . As in both of the pre-
vious test s , each item (set of disorderly sentences) has been as-
signed in order of difficulty. 
Part DT, Recognizing Topic Sentences and Subordinating De-
tails , is obviously the mo st difficult section of the entire 
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rument. A title for each group of sentences is provided . The 
in this section is the s el ection of the topic sentence and the 
I ential arrangement of the remaining sentences _to develop it . 
number of itarn groups here has been limited to four , since the 
amofnt of concentrated me.."ltal energy required in responding to the:>e 
itebs vmuld, in the opinion of the author, be too taxing and by the 
sJl token vmuld bring results too unreliable if this test were pro-
longed . From observation the writer has noted that seventh- grade 
puJ ls, because they are highly active physically, are unable to 
succeed under long periods of mental pressure . 
The estimation of testing time. It was the desire of the 
to construct a test that might be given in a single class 
of forty- five minutes . A time estimat e was made through the 
t• · ng of a similar test previously constructed by the author and 
adrlnistered to a seventh grade class. The time allowances based on 
th e findings are: 
Part I . • • 10 minutes 
Part II • . . . . 7 minutes 
Part III .• 10 minutes 
Part IV • . • 12 minutes 
Total time f or work 39 minutes 
Th other six minutes provide sufficient time for the pupil to co~ 
i nformation on the front cover of the booklet and to read 
si ently (while th e teacher reads orally) the directions for each 
=-- -~=---=-====- =-===·===== 
Jl 
;j part of the test. 
I 
II II Administration of the test . This experiment was carried out 
II with :::~~::::c::: :::e:::e:::::t~up::st::s-:x:::::::tc::: ::::o::s 
I amninistered by four English teachers to 247 unselected pupils in 
one city school. All pupils tested v.rere in the seventh- grade of a 
1
1 junior high school L11 Quincy, Nassachusetts, but 1.,ere representative 
.,,1 
of a wide range of social background and mental ability . The test 
/I was administered in early November before any formal teaching of 
·1 organization skills had begun.. In this way the organization ability 
of the average pupil entering grade seven was measured. 
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Directions for administering . The specific directions for 
administering the test will be found in Appendix B. 
Additional data. In addition to the information r e corded by 
the pupils on the front cover of their booklets , Intelligence Quo-
tients (as obtained on the Otis Beta Quick- Scoring Nental Abilities 
Test) were secured from the office files. 
The technique for scoring the test . The scoring of all t ests 
was done by the writer . A score was obtained for each of the four 
parts and for the total test . 
A score of one point was allowed for each recognition- correc-
tion question . A score of one point was allowed for each multiple-
choice item. The continuity items were scored according to Sims 
1 
Formula "\\lhe.11ever the desire is to measure the ability to 
li lverner H. Sims . "An Evaluation of Five- , Ten- , and Fifteen Item Rearrange-
,1 ment Tests", Journal of Educational Psychology, 2S :302-304, April, 1937 . 
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relate items to some designat ed basis the rearrangement test will 
give satisfactory measurement ." 
The formula is used as follows: 
1 . Find the mean deviation of the response offered from 
the correct response 
Jvf.d = _n;.:.2 __ -=l=--
3 
(n represents the number of items in the set) 
This determines the deviation value beyond i-vhich devi-
ations are worthless. 
2. Set up a table of score s , for all deviations bet"rJeen 
Hd and 0, using the fo rmula S = N 
In applying t:1is formtLla the total deviation for each set 
of responses is translat ed into a score through the particular 
table determined by the largest nwnber of correct responses 
possible for that set. . 
A total score of ninety is possible. 
For purposes of diagnosis, su~scores are provided for in 
Parts I, I I and IV so that each factor of organization measured by 
this instrument may be studied separately . 
CHAPTER IV 
ANALYSIS OF DAT;A 
The purpose of this study 1"las to construct and to eval uate 
a diagnostic te st for the measurement of the ability of seventh-
grade pupils to organize paragraphs . The test Y>ras adiilinistered to 
247 unselected seventh- grade pupils in a city school . 
The t est scores were analyzed to determine: 
1. The distribution of total test scores for 247 pupils 
2. The distribution of sub-test scores for 247 pupils 
3 . The extent to which intelligence affected total test 
scores 
4. The validity of the t est 
5. TI1e reliability of the test 
6. The difficul ty of test items 
7. The per centil e rank of the total t est scores . 
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Table 1. Distribution of Total Test Scores of 247 Pupils in 
Grade Seven 
SCORE ~illER OF PUPILS 
74-78 2 
69-73 6 
64-68 12 
59-63 15 
54-58 23 
49-53 30 
44-48 34 
39-43 29 
34- 38 31 
29-33 16 
24"'"'28 11 
19-23 16 
14-18 14 
9-13 4 
4-8 4 
ll!"umber 247 
Ivlean 42.03 
SD 14.54 
Table 1 shows the range of scores for 247 seventh- grade pupils . 
The scores range from 76 to 5. The mean score is 42.03 and the SD, 
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Table 2. Distribution of Sub-test Scores of 247 Pupils 
PART I PART II PART III PART IV 
Number Number Number Number 
Score of Score of Score of Score of 
Pupils Pupils Pupils Pupils 
10 1 30-32 2 27-29 1 22 2 
9 0 27-29 12 24-26 5 21 2 
8 5 24-26 26 21-23 18 20 3 
7 8 21-23 29 18-20 19 19 4 
6 20 18-20 43 15-17 36 18 4 
5 41 15-17 39 12-14 46 17 10 
4 55 12-14 29 9-11 54 16 11 
3 45 9-11 24 6-8 33 15 22 
2 29 6-8 15 3- 5 22 14 14 
1 18 3- 5 18 0-2 13 13 11 
0 16 0-2 10 12 22 
11 28 
10 15 
9 19 
8 15 
7 10 
6 8 
5 11 
4 5 
3 10 
2 6 
1 11 
0 4 
I 
j Mean 3.56 15.92 11.97 10.40 
I I 
I SD 1.89 7.22 5.85 4.10 
Table 2 shows the range of scores for each of the four parts 
of the test. The number of scores tends to pile up at the lower end 
of the distribution which indicates a similarity among all three parts. 
I 
II 
This tendency also indicates the difficulty of the items . As the 
number of points possible on each part 11as not the same no direct 
comparison between parts can be made from this tabl e . 
A Mean of 3. 56 was obtained for Part I and a St&~dard Devi-
at ion of 1.89.. For Part II the :tvlean was 15.92 and the Standard 
Deviation 7 . 22. Part III had Jviean of 11.97 and a Standard Deviation 
of 5. 85. In Part IV the Hean was 10. 40 and the Standard Devi ation 
Upper 27% 
Lo111er 27% 
Table 3. A Comparison of the Total Test Score of t he 
Upper 27% and the Lovmr 27% According to 
Intelligenc e . 
IvlEAN SD 
54. 63 11.60 
Table 3 i.ndicat es that intelligen c e had a definite af fe ct on 
the scores made by these two groups . 
TI1e scores of the Upper 27% range from 20 to 76, with a Mean 
Score of 54 . 63; whereas the scores of the Lmver 27% range from 6 t o 
64, vdth a Mean Score of 29.48. 
The Standard Deviation for the Upper 27% i s 11.60; 68% of 
the s cores l ie between 23 . 03 and 66 . 23 . 
The Standard Deviation for the Lower 27% is 13 . 65 : 68% of 
v 
the score s lie between 15.83 and 43.13. 
The validity of the te st . This t est has curricular validity . 
The selection of the sl\ills t o be tested was based upon t he analyses 
o:f the latest courses of study for schools in the large cities in 
various parts of our country and on recently publi shed t extbooks . 
The skills for par agraph organization r e ceiving attention in ten of 
them vvere selected for measurement. (See Cha pt er III) The test, 
theref ore , deals ~Arith th e spe cific outcomes to be measured at the 
gr ade level under consideration. Since curricular validity is "by 
1 
far the most important 11 type of validity ru1d sin ce from the fore-
goi ng evidence this t est has cur r i cular validity, it seems logical 
to a ssume that this is a highly valid t est. 
The r eliability of the test • The reliability coefficient 
e stimat ed for this test is . 898 vJhich is significantly high . The 
method used for obtaining the reliability coeffici&~t was the 
11Footrule 11 Coeffici ent 11which is a simple method of obtaining re-
2 
liability of a test available in only one form. 11 Since the co-
effi cient so obtained 11may in some case s be an underestimate but 
3 
•••• never an overestimate of the reliability coefficient 11 it 
vrould s eem logical to assume that this test has high reliability 
I
I l 
I 
Harry A. Greene , 1\lber t N. Jorgensen, and J. Raymond Gerberich. I ment and Evaluation in the Secondary School , New York ·, Longmans, 
I ~::d~9:~· 5:~.54. . 
Heasure-
Green and 
I 
3r bid . p. 591. 
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measuring nefficiently what it attempts to measure 11 
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I 1Greene and others - Measurement and Evaluation in the Secondarv School, 
I Op. cit ., p. 63 . 
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T~ble 4. Per cent of Passes on Test Items to Determine 
R.elative Dif ficulty 
I TEl·~ PER C"Stn' OF PASSES rrm.J: PER CE~-T OF PASSES 
FOR 247 ?Uf'ILS FOR 247 PUPI LS 
PPJ1.T I PA.il.T I 
Section A L~S . 2 Section B 22 .6 
1 . 66 .S 1. 45 . 5 
2. 46 .1 2. 21.1 
3. 44.1 3. 15. 4 
4. L>2 . 5 4. 22.3 
5. 41.7 5. 8. 5 
Average Per cent of Pas ses - Part I 35 .4% 
P.Al=?.T II P1'\.l--:T II 
.:3ection A 47. 9 Sect i on B 23.2 
1. 29. 9 1. 27 .1 
2. 63 . 6 2 .. 27 . 5 
3. 59 . 9 3. 33.6 
4. 3L •• S L> • 18.7 
,. 
) • 73 .3 5. 22 .7 
6. 25.9 6. 9.3 
Average Per cent of Passes - Part II 35 . 5% 
PART III 19. 
1. 27 .1 
2. 9.7 
3. 27.5 
4. 30 .4 
5. 15 .0 
6. 15 . 8 
7. 9.3 
Average Per cent of Passes - Part III 19 .2% 
P.Al'lT I V PAFLT IV 
Section A i.J,.4 . 7 Section B 38.8 
1. 36.0 1. 53 .0 
2. 63 . 9 2. 51 .0 
'J, 18. 2 3. 8. 5 __,. 
I 60 .7 4. 42 . 9 L~ · 
Average Per cent of Passes - Part IV 35 . 5% 
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Table 5 indicat ·3S tha t some of the items should be re-
I 
11 arranged . Th0 r eai•rangement of i t ems will be based on the pe r -
/ c ent age of correct re sponses t o t h e i t effi by 2L~7 pu~-d_ls . 
I The order of respons es f or Part I, Section A ~,fill be re-
t :3.ined sinc e the perc entage of passes decreased with each item in-
dictatinc an increHse in difficulty . Section B of Part I j_i.1dic .::- t es 
a need for a change, but since the r e sponse s of Section :9 epend i n 
part upo-ct the response s in Section A and a s it vmuld be i !I.pos si0le 
to change one secti on vrithout chan.ging the other it woul d seem best 
to keep the pre sent order 
There is a very sigmficant need of a change i n Part II . 
This stud~r shot•rs that L _ Section A Item 5 r eceived the largest per-
c ent age of correct r esponses; theref or e Item 5 shoul d be pl aced 
first in that set . It ems 2,3,4 ceep their res pective ranks . Item 
l becomes It em 5 and rtw_ 6 r emains the sixth in the series . As 
in Part I the responses t o Section B depend on the cor rect ans11oJers 
to Sect i on A so th at the r earra11.gement of the i t ems in 3ection B 
will be the S1'1Lle as for · Section A. 
In Part III the follOi..O.ng changes are necessary : f r om 
Item 4 t o l· Item 3 to 2 · It em l t o 3 ; Item 6 to 4; ,.. r emains 
' ' 
) 
fifth; 2 becomes 6 and 7 keeps its place as 7. 
In Part IV Section A r equires the following changes: from 
Item 2 to l; It em 4 t o 2 ; Item l to 3; and It em 3 t o 4 . Section B 
-vrill f ollovr the same arrangement since again the ans-.:"ler s to 3ection 
B depend on 'A. 
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There was no item so difficult that no one could do i t 
although Item 6 Par t II, 3ection 3 was i m.possibl e for the lower 
group . There 11ias no item so easy that every· one could do it . T'ne 
II item having the l argest percentage of correct re sponses for the 
II 
:• entire group t ested i s Part II Section A # 5 -,Jit h 73.3% of the 247 
II 
I' pupils a..Ds<vering it correctly. 
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•I Percentiles for Test Scores II Table 5. 
II 
.....! 
i 
1: TEST SCORES PERCE~TILE RANKS TEST SCORES PERCENTILE RANKS 
I! 
i/ 6 1.4 42 50.0 
J. 7 1 ,.. h3 52 .1 ,. -- . ) 
,I 
8* 1. 6 l-t4 55 .0 
9 2.0 L~5 58. 0 
1()1(- 2.3 46 60.5 
1/ ll 2.6 47 63 . 2 /I 12 2 .. 9 48 65 •. 0 
II 13 3~2 49 6? .8 
I' 14 4.0 50 70 .3 II 15 5.0 51 72.5 II 
1: 
16 6. 0 52 74.9 
17 7.2 53 ?6 .5 
18 8 .. 9 54 79 .0 
19 10.0 55 80. 9 
I 20 11.1 56 82. 4 
I 21 12. 9 57 84.2 
J' 22 14.0 58 85 . 8 
I' 23 15.4 59 87 .0 I 24 16. 5 60 88 . 5 25 17 .. 1 61 89. 9 
I 26 18.0 62 90. 8 
I 27 19 .. 0 63 91 .9 
I 28 20.0 64 93 .0 
II 29 21.1 65 94.1 30 22 . 8 66~- 95 .4 
II 31 24. 0 67 96 .1 
II 32 25 . 6 68 96. ? 
I' 
.-33 26.3 69 97 .5 II 34 29 .. 0 70 98.0 
11 35 31.8 71* 98.6 
li 36 34.0 72 98. 9 
.I 37 36. 5 73 99 .2 
II 38 38. 7 74 99. 4 
il 39 4-l.6 75-l~ 99 .6 II 40 44.1 76 99. 7 il 1-tl 47 .0 
II * Scores not received py any pupil in this experiment. 
Table 5 indicates the relationshop of test scores on the 
total test. 1t!ith the aid of a percentile ranking a comparison of 
I 
I 
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il 
organization abilities of those taking the test may be ritade a..fld a 
position assigned to show whether a pupil ranks high cr low in re-
I 
lation to the other pupils viho have taken the test . 
1 
The Normal Percentile Chart by Arthur s. Otis was the tech-
nique used for finding the percentile ranks . 
1··---·---
lOt. I lS, Arthur s., Normal Percentile Chart, Ho ;rld Book Company, Nm.; Yo rk , 
1, n.d . II 
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CHAPTER V 
SUJ'.'ll>i.o\RY .A.liJlJ CONCLUSIONS 
The purpose of this study. The purpose of this study was 
to construct and evaluate a diagnostic test for the measurement of 
the ability of seventh grade pupils to organize paragraphs . 
Review of Research. Review of research indicated a real 
need for such an instrument . Studies of organization skills have 
been very fevl" and none has been done for the organization of 
paragraphs . 
Analysis of t e.xtbooks and courses of study. A careful 
analysis was illade of recently published textbooks and courses of 
study t o determine what aspects of organization skills are taught 
generally at the seventh- gra.de level and therefore should be 
covered by this test. The f ollowing organization skills \'/ere 
selected as bases for test iteffis: 
1. Ability to det ect l ack of organization in a paragraph 
2 . Ability to edit a paragraph lacking org&~zation 
3. Ability to recognize main topics in groups of topics 
4. Ability to arrange supporting topics in order 
5. Ability to arrange sentences in correct order to develop 
51 
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the topic sentence 
6. Ability to select the topic sentence from groups of 
related sentences 
7 • Ability t o rearrange subordinate sentences according 
to chronological, sp~ cial, or logical sequence 
Test construction . The various types of test items were 
cons i dered and three types were chosen for an objective test: 
1 . The recognition-correction or editing item 
2. The multipl e-choice item 
3. The continuity item 
In selecting the subject matter .for the i ndividual items attention 
1fas given to pupil interest so that the questions wight be appealing . 
The ite111s were arranged according to what the present liTiter 
considered inc reasi ng difficulty determined by the complexity of 
sentence structure and of the t hought . 
The test was constructed in four parts testing the seven 
skills mentioned above . 
Adxninistration of the test. The test was administered to 
247 unselectad seventh- grade pupils i n a city school . Four teachers 
were r equi red to administer t he instrument. 
Analysi s o f data . The result s of the t est vtere studie to 
determine: 
1 . The distribution of the scores 
2. The extent to which intelligence affect ed the scores 
,, 
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on this test 
3 . The reliability of the test 
4 . The per cent of difficulty of the test items 
5. Ne cessary changes i n order of i t ems 
6. The pe~centile rank of the t e st scores 
SU111IIE.ry of Results . The t est results present ed the following 
evldence : 
1. Test scores ranged v.ridely from 76 to 5 with a mean 
score of L~2 . 03 and a SD of 14.54. 
2 . The sub- test scores \·rere distributed as follo-ws : 
Part I vTith a He an of 3. 56 and SD of 1 .89 , 
Part II with a Mean of 15.92 and SD of 7.22, 
Part III with a Mean of 11 . 97 and SD of 5.85, 
Part IV with a Hea..r1 of 10.40 and SD of 4.10 . 
3. I nt elligenc e had a definite effect on the scores as in-
dicated by a comparison of the Mean Score of 54.63 for 
the Upper 27% (acco rding to intelligence) and of 29 . 48 
for the Lm•rer 27%. Ther e was evidence on the individual 
scores, however, that t wo pupil s in the Lm\'"e r 27;; made 
scores of 55 and 64 which are above the Mean for those 
of higher intelligence . 
4. The esti mat ed reliability of the test vra.s significantly 
high ( . 898) 
5. Some of the t est items in the sub-tests needed reerr. ange-
'f --...:.I~ 
I 
I 
ment to maintain a scale of increasing difficulty in 
each part . Part I did not need rearrangement . 
(The test as presented in the Appendix is th e re-
vised form ) 
6. The per cent of difficulty for the sub-tests indi-
cated that the average pe r cent of correct responses 
for each part was -
Part, I 
Part II 
35 . 4% 
35 . 5% 
Part III 
Part IV 
1 9 . 2% 
35 . 5% 
Conclusions : From an anal ysis of the results the follo';.ling 
conclusions may be drawn : 
L Tnat there i s a wide spread of ability to organize as 
indic at ed by the lar ge range of scores . 
2 . That , in general, individuals of high intelligence 
show greater ability to organize tb<m those of lor:r 
ment ality. 
3. That soJr,e pupils of lm.;- mental abil ity can organize 
as vmll as some ·whose int elligence is indicated to be 
high. 
4. That an individual pupil does not use each of the skills 
measured equally >•.rell. 
5. That an average of 48.2% pupils can recognize lack of 
order in a pa ragraph, but an averE,ge of only 22.6% can 
correct it . 
6. That an average of 47.9% pupils can recognize the main 
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idea, but onl y 23 .2% can rearrange the minor ideas 
correctly. 
7. That an average of 19% pupils can rearrange sentences 
in correct sequence to develop a topic sentence. 
S. That an average of 44.7% pupils can identify topic 
sentences , but only 38. 8% can subordinate the devel-
oping sentences correctly. 
9. That Part IV is too short to measure accuratel y and 
should be extended . 
10. That the test items are highly objective; no alte~ 
native items are feasibl e . 
11. That t h e test has a significantly high reliability of 
Limitations of the study . The follovdng limitati ons of 
the study were noted: 
1. The population tested represented one school only. 
2 . Only one city was i ncluded in the experiment . 
3. Only one grade level was measured. 
4 . Only one form of the test was available· 
5. The test measured only cert ain of the skills for 
pa ragraph organization . 
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CHAPTER VI 
R8:COl/ill:J:ENDATIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY 
1. Validate this test on a vride spread population . 
2 . Administer this tes t t o sixth and eighth grades . 
3. Construct an equi valent form to be used as an achieve-
ment test after the training in the use of the skill s 
diagnosed as inefficient . 
4. ConstTilct an instrument to measure ability to re-
cognize patt erns of organization . 
5. Construct a te st t o measure the ability to organize 
compositions of more than one paragr aph. 
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4. 
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6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10 .. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15 .. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
21. 
22 . 
23. 
21-{.. 
25 . 
26. 
27. 
28. 
29. 
30. 
31. 
32. 
33. 
34 .. 
35 . 
36. 
37. 
38. 
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I 
I 
I. Q. 
160 
155 
155 
149 
147 
145 
1Lt-4 
143 
138 
137 
137 
137 
137 
136 
135 
134 
134 
133 
132 
131 
131 
132 
131 
131 
131 
130 
129 
128 
128 
128 
127 
127 
127 
127 
127 
126 
126 
126 
GZNEHAL PURPOSE TABLE 
Part 
'I'otal I 
73 5 
69 4 
70 8 
70 6 
67 4 
51 5 
76 6 
68 6 
64 5 
55 5 
67 4 
58 J 
74 6 
67 8 
52 3 
48 1 
65 6 
65 5 
44 4 
59 4 
31 1 
62 5 
52 4 
61 3 
49 3 
68 3 
43 5 
65 5 
49 4 
42 4 
57 8 
48 7 
57 4 
39 5 
61 6 
70 8 
44 3 
48 2 
Test Scores 
Part Part 
II III 
27 26 
25 20 
25 23 
27 24 
26 22 
26 10 
29 25 
26 21 
24 15 
23 16 
25 22 
22 20 
19 27 
23 21 
18 15 
24 12 
30 14 
28 18 
17 12 
26 14 
16 22 
29 18 
21 15 
27 12 
23 12 
29 19 
22 10 
25 23 
17 14 
22 8 
25 12 
18 l2 
17 21 
16 11 
19 20 
31 ll 
13 15 
22 12 
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Part 
IV 
15 
20 
14 
18 
15 
10 
16 
15 
20 
11 
16 
13 
22 
15 
16 
11 
15 
14 
ll 
15 
12 
12 
12 
19 
11 
17 
6 
12 
14 
8 
12 
11 
15 
7 
16 
20 
15 
12 
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GENERAL PlJHPOSE TABLE 
I 
I .. Test Scores I I I I:upi1 ~. Q. Part .. Part Part art I 
Total I II III I"l I I 
I 
I 
I 
39. 126 52 5 12 20 15 I I I 
40. 125 30 5 8 5 12 I 41 . 125 39 3 17 5 14 
42. 125 56 4 20 13 19 
I 43. 125 55 4 20 14 17 44. 125 49 5 23 11 10 
45. 124 56 5 25 12 14 
46. 124 47 4 21 8 14 
47. 123 53 0 26 10 17 
48 . 123 46 2 14 17 13 
49. 123 44 3 19 7 15 
50. 122 23 0 14 6 3 
51. 122 55 5 20 16 14 
52. 121 Ltl 4 18 12 17 
53~ 121 58 7 . 18 18 15 
54. 121 48 1 22 15 10 
55. 121 45 4 16 10 15 
56. 121 60 5 26 21 10 
I I 57. 120 59 1 29 15 14 
I 58. 120 40 3 14 14 9 
I 
59. 120 52 6 18 17 11 I I 60. 118 20 1 13 2 4 
61. 118 63 4 19 24 16 
62. 118 42 4 13 12 13 
63. 118 56 3 23 15 15 
64. 117 54 6 17 13 18 I 
65. 117 61 2 18 20 21 
66. 116 54 2 18 15 19 
67. 116 50 4 20 11 15 
I 68 .. 116 47 1 17 17 12 69. 116 54 3 22 13 16 I 
70. 116 68 4 24 23 17 
71. 116 60 5 25 20 10 
72. 116 61 2 21 19 19 
73. 115 54 4 25 16 9 I 
74. 115 51 3 16 15, 17 I 75 . 115 54 5 27 12 10 
76. 114 41 2 18 8 13 !I 77. 114 35 2 18 10 5 
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II 
II 
1 fupil 
1.1 - 78. 
79. 
80. 
81 . 
82 .. 
83 . 
84. 
85 . 
86. 
87 . 
88 . 
89 . 
90. 
91. 
92 . 
93 . 
94 . 
95. 
96. 
97. 
98 . 
99. 
1
100. 
101. 
1
102. 
103. 
I 104. 
1
105. 
106. 
107 . 
108. 
109. 
110. 
111. 
112. 
113 . 
114. 
I 
115 . 
I 116. 
il 
I. Q .• 
114 
114 
114 
114 
114 
113 
113 
113 
113 
112 
112 
112 
112 
112 
110 
110 
110 
110 
110 
109 
109 
109 
109 
109 
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108 
108 
108 
108 
108 
107 
107 
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107 
106 
106 
106 
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Total 
LJ-0 
23 
55 
49 
4J 
63 
53 
4.1 
1+4 
46 
62 
52 
29 
47 
45 
51 
35 
42 
55 
37 
34 
40 
72 
35 
49 
50 
46 
26 
34 
53 
62 
31 
46 
53 
43 
38 
37 
4-5 
34 
Part 
I 
2 
5 
4 
3 
3 
3 
6 
6 
2 
5 
5 
6 
2 
3 
8 
7 
4 
4 
4 
3 
2 
7 
5 
5 
2 
7 
3 
2 
• 5 
5 
7 
6 
7 
3 
2 
3 
5 
4 
Test Scores 
Part Part 
II III 
16 11 
6 11 
17 22 
20 15 
26 5 
24 19 
28 14 
17 13 . 
16 12 
19 21 
21 20 
18 15 
14 6 
11 18 
16 6 
13 20 
15 10 
14 15 
20 17 
16 11 
15 9 
20 5 
24 21 
6 13 
14 21 
23 11 
17 19 
5 10 
12 10 
22 9 
23 23 
5 16 
17 11 
27 8 
15 13 
21 8 
9 14 
14 15 
15 8 
Part 
IV 
11 
1 
12 
11 
9 
17 
15 
5 
14 
1 
16 
13 
7 
15 
15 
11 
6 
9 
14 
7 
8 
8 
22 
11 
12 
9 
7 
9 
12 
17 
11 
3 
12 
11 
12 
7 
11 
11 
7 
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11
1 Pupil I. Q. 
1117. 
118 . 
119. 
120. 
12i. 
122. 
123. 
124. 
125. 
126. 
127 . 
128 . 
129. 
130. 
131. 
132 . 
133 . 
134 .. 
135 . 
136. 
137. 
138. 
139. 
1L~O. 
141. 
142. 
143. 
144. 
145. 
146. 
I 147a 
1/+8 • 
149. 
150. 
151. 
152. 
153. 
154. 
155. 
II 
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106 
106 
106 
105 
105 
105 
105 
104 
104 
104 
104 
104 
10L~ 
104 
104 
103 
103 
103 
103 
103 
102 
102 
102 
102 
102 
102 
102 
102 
102 
101 
101 
101 
101 
100 
100 
99 
99 
99 
98 
44 5 
41 2 
49 4 
39 5 
22 2 
26 4 
33 2 
59 6 
44 3 
36 3 
41 3 
46 10 
64 5 
17 1 
38 4 
35 0 
21 1 
56 5 
54 5 
45 1 
38 3 
46 2 
41 2 
54 6 
57 3 
42 3 
47 4 
46 3 
14 4 
39 4 
41 5 
25 0 
30 3 
36 1 
27 4 
38 5 
51 5 
52 6 
32 3 
16 
21 
19 
18 
6 
16 
17 
24 
13 
11 
17 
22 
18 
11 
19 
14 
6 
15 
23 
25 
12 
18 
13 
22 
21 
14 
24 
1 6 
8 
18 
18 
15 
11 
13 
17 
19 
26 
18 
5 
10 
10 
10 
6 
9 
2 
13 
18 
12 
12 
11 
6 
20 
5 
6 
9 
6 
21 
15 
7 
17 
12 
14 
15 
17 
10 
9 
10 
1 
9 
10 
5 
9 
9 
5 
9 
8 
16 
10 
13 
8 
16 
10 
5 
6 
1 
11 
16 
10 
10 
8 
21 
0 
9 
12 
8 
15 
11 
12 
6 
14 
12 
11 
16 
15 
10 
17 
1 
8 
8 
5 
7 
13 
1 
5 
15 
12 
14 
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II 
I 
Test, Scores :I Pupil I. Q, Part Part Part Pa:rt 
II Total I II III rv 
II 
156. 98 17 4 9 4 0 I 
157 . 98 45 4 19 12 10 
II 158. 9S 34 0 16 6 12 
159. 98 35 3 16 7 9 
16G. 98 5 0 3 2 0 
161 . 98 41 4 19 7 11 
162. 98 4.8 5 15 10 18 
163. 98 37 3 12 7 15 
I 164. 98 /+0 1 16 12 11 
J 
165 . 98 34 0 12 13 9 
166. 98 51 3 19 16 13 
I 
167. 98 43 4 19 11 9 
168 .. 97 48 5 22 10 11 
I 169 .. 97 26 3 0 
I 
14 9 
170. 97 20 4 9 4 3 I 171. 97 35 4 9 16 6 I 
I 172 . 97 55 5 27 6 17 i' 
I 173. 97 50 3 26 13 9 
il 
I 
171~. 97 31 4 10 6 11 
175 . 95 50 3 5 10 14 II 
176. 95 33 3 11 13 6 1~, 
177. 94 29 1 12 4 12 lj 
178. 94 49 1 21 14 13 I 179. 94 15 6 5 3 1 I 
180. 9/+ 12 0 4 7 1 ' ; 
I 181. 93 37 5 9 12 j J.=!, i 
I 
182. 93 44 3 20 14 7 
183. 93 23 0 9 9 5 
I 184. 93 19 2 13 3 1 
I 1155. 92 51 4 23 12 12 I 186. 92 23 3 11 7 2 
I 187. 92 17 1 4 0 3 / 
II 188 .. 91 35 4 8 15 8 
'I 
189. 91 27 2 7 9 9 
190. 91 42 4 18 9 11 
191. 90 16 2 1 2 11 
,, 192. 90 21 3 3 13 2 
ij 
193. 90 40 0 15 10 15 
194. 90 30 4 13 8 5 
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I. 
jl Test Scores 
jl ~~pi1 I . Q. _Part Part . ;part .Po.rt 
Total I II III rv 
,, 
I 195 . 89 14 4 5 3 2 
II 
196. 89 61 2 22 15 8 
197. 89 45 2 13 17 13 
II 198. 89 2L~ 4 10 7 3 
i 199. 89 47 6 11 21 9 i 200. 88 6 2 0 1 3 ll 
!I 
201. 88 45 4 6 20 16 
202 . 88 30 6 4 12 8 j, 203 . 87 20 2 6 1 11 
1: 20/+ • 87 64 0 24 28 12 
II !I 205 . 87 25 I+ 14 4 3 
I 
206 . 86 32 4 7 15 6 I 
207 . 86 7 2 1 4 0 
. J, 208. 86 50 2 10 10 8 
209. 86 39 4 17 9 9 'I 
210. 86 33 1 10 13 9 II 
211. 85 35 4 10 11 10 
212 . 85 15 4 4 6 1 
I 213. 85 19 4 4 2 9 
I 214. 85 6 2 2 1 1 
I 215. 84 20 2 2 8 8 I I 84 33 3 11 \ 15 4 I .21o. 
1 217 . 84 34 2 13 11 8 
:I 218 . 84 9 2 0 4 3 
II 219. 83 46 7 14 11 14 
' 220 . 83 55 3 18 21 13 
221. 82 27 3 14 9 1 
222 . 82 /+4 6 19 10 9 
223 . 82 19 1 9 3 6 
224. 82 34 5 11 13 5 
225 . 81 46 4 18 12 12 
226 . 81 50 2 18 12 18 
227 . 81 39 5 7 16 11 
228. 80 35 2 15 11 7 
229 . 80 29 2 15 7 5 
230 . 80 35 6 11 5 13 
231 . 80 17 1 2 7 7 
232 . 80 36 2 23 0 11 
233 . 79 24 3 11 6 4 
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II Gfl\TERAL PURPOSE TABLE 
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jl 
11 Pu "1 
Test Scores 
I.Q. Part Part Part Part ~ Pl 
Total I II III rv 
234 . 7S 15 0 7 4 4 
235. 78 11 2 0 7 2 
I 236 . 7S 14 ~. 3 4 3 ,, 237. 77 37 2 18 9 8 
il 238. 77 19 0 5 5 9 
II 
239 . 76 18 2 3 11 2 
240. 76 25 0 20 1 4 
t! 241. 75 36 5 5 16 10 
I 242 . 71 17 3 2 2 10 
243 . 71 38 1 17 10 10 
244. 70 39 5 6 17 11 
245 . 70 12 0 6 1 5 
246 . 67 21 2 10 7 2 
247 . 60 16 4 4 3 5 
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DIRi!:CTIONS FOR ADI-ITNISTERING THE TEST 
Before distributing the tests see that each pupil i s pro-
vided with two sharpened pencils and an eraser . 
Distribute test booklets, tellLDg the pupils not to write 
anything until inst:n.:tctions have been given . 
GJ:iJIJ~RAL DIRECTIONS 
After each pupil has received a copy of the test, say: 
11Write your name and other fa.cts called for on the front page of 
the booklet . " 
When the inforw.atio;n has been completed , say : 11Listen 
carefully to the directions that will be given you l:efore each part 
of the test . Do not begin to work until I say ' Go 1 • On the bcttom 
of some of the pages you -vr.ill be directed to go on to the next page . 
Be sure you foll m'r these directions. Do not turn your pages, how·-
ever, unless you are so directed . " 
SPECIFIC DIRECTIONS 
Part I 
"Open your booklets to Part I , page 1. Listen while I read 
the directions . (Here the examiner reads the directions and the 
sarr~le question . ) Is there anyone who does not understand what to 
do? T'nere are t wo pages to this test . ~Vhen you r each the bottom 
69 
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of page 2 put your penci l s do-.m . Ready , Go !" 
At the end of 10 rni nut es say : 11 Stopl" 
Part II 
"Turn to Part II, page 3. Read t he directions to yourself 
1-rhile I read them to you. (Re ad the directions and the s ampl e 
question .) I s there a nyone •·rho doesn 1 t understand ho1v to do this 
par t ? Part II has six questions which are all on this page . l!Jhen 
you finish put y our pencils down . Ready, Go l 11 
At the end of 7 minute s say : 11 Stopl 11 
Part III 
"Turn to Part III, page 4. Read the direct i ons to yourself 
1t!hile I r ead them t o you . (Read the directions and t he s ample 
questions ). Is there anyone 1n!l.1o doesn 't knmi lvhat to do ? Th ere 
are three pages to Part III. vVhen you reach the bottom of page 6 
put your pencils do v.m . Ready, Go 111 
At the end of 10 minutes s ay : "Stop_!;" 
Par t IV 
"Turn to Part IV, page 7. Re ad the directions to yourself 
\<Thil e I read t hem to you . (Read the directions and the sa:rnpl e 
question.) Is there anyone v-rho do e sn ' t knoY.r 1ffhat to do? There 
are t hre e pa ges to this test . When you reach the end of the 
test l ay your pencil do-vm . Ready, Go l" 
At the end of 12 minutes sa3r : 11 Stop l" 
Collect bookl ets i~~ediately . 
The time limit s provide adequate time for even a slow learner 
to fini sh . 
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DIRECTIONS FOR SCORING 
The Scoring Key is so arranged that the answer strips for 
each 11Part 11 may be separated and placed beside the paper to be 
corrected so that t he pupil 1 s ansvver s and the key answers a.re par-
allel. 
Part I 
Editing Paragraphs for Order of Detail 
Recognizing J'f.d_ splaced Sent ences : Each Misplaced Sentence 
identified correctly scores one point . The munber of correct r e-
sponses i s recorded at the bottorE of page 2 in the space provided . 
Possible Score : 5 points 
Correcting Order: Check t he nevi order as signed the IIIJis-
placed Sent ence . Each correct response scores one point. 
Possible Scor e : 5 points 
Part I Score is the smn of the hro sub-test scores abov e . 
Possible Score : 10 points 
Part II 
Recognizing I:·Iain I deas and Subordinating :tV.d.nor I deas 
The key for this part of the t est is divided ~ fo r con-
v eni ence in scoring the bro skills being measured . 
Recogni zing the Hain Ideas : The upper half of the key is 
u sed for ch ecking 1J[ain Ideas . For each correct re sponse , one 
point i s scored . 
Possible Score : 6 point s 
Subordinating Minor Ideas : Place the l ower half of the 
II 
il 
!I 
Part II scoring key against t he test paper so that ansvfers and 
spaces match. For each question compute the difference between 
pupil ' s response and the key for each member of t he sequence. 
The sum of the differences f or ea.ch set is assi gned a score from 
the scale according to the number of items i n the sequence; for 
example, if the sequence contai ns five items then the 5- Item 
Scale is used for assignL~g a score to the que stion . The sum of 
the scores fo r each question i s re corded beside Subordinating 
IvJinor I deas at the bottom of page '3 
Possible Score: 27 points 
Part II Score is the sum of the scores fo r the two sub-
tests . 
Possible Score: 33 points 
Part III 
Order in the Develo}~uent of Topic Sentences 
Only one score is assigned Part III. The method for ob-
t aining this score is the s rune a.s that used in the second section 
of Part II . The sum of the scores is the Part III Score , 
P0 ssible Score : 30 points 
Part IV 
Recognizing Topic Sent ences and Subordinating Details 
The t wo sections of Part IV are scored in the sc.me manner 
as the tvm sections of Part II •. 
Recognizing Topic Sent ences : Q1e point i s assigned for 
each topic sentence i dentified . The sum of correct response s 
is the score. 
Possible Score : 7 points 
Subordinating Details: The method used. for the sequence 
items in Part II and Part III is used . The sum of t he scores 
for this part is r ecorded at the bottom of page 9 
Possible Seer§ ~ 29 points 
'I II 
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Part rr Score is the sum of the bm sub- t est scores . 
Po s sible Score: 36 points 
Th e Total Score possibl e f or thi s test to n:t-.teasur e the 
Ability of Seventy-Gr•:~de Pupils to Organize Paragraphs 11 is 109 
points . 
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TEST RECORD 
PART TEST Raw Score Percentile Rank 
I. Editing Paragraphs for Order of Detail! 
A.Recognizing Misplaced Sentence 
B.Correcting Ordero4-• • •••• o oe •• o 
-
II. Recognizing Main Ideas and Subordinat-
ing Minor Ideas 
A.Recognizing Main Ideas••••••••e 
B.Subordinating Minor Ideas •••••• 
III. Order in the Development of Topic 
Sentences 
rl. Recognizing Topic Sentences and SUbor-
dinating Details 
A.Recognizing Topic Sentences •• •• 
B.Subordinating Detailso••••••••$ 
' • 
Total 
I 
I 
p. 1. 
EDITING PARAGRAP;-i.,:. "10] ORDER OF DETAilS 
Directionsc 
In each paragraph of Part I, eve~ sentence has a number. 
One sentence in each paragraph has been misplaced; that is, 
it belongs in another part of the paragraph. 
A. Recognizing the Misplaced Sentence: 
Find the misplaced sentence. 
Copy its number in the answer space at the right under 
Misplaced Sentence-. 
B. Correcting the Order: 
Decide where in the paragraph the misplaced sentence 
Should have been vvritten. 
In the answer spaces at the right, under Correct Order, 
copy the numbers of all the sentences of the paragraph 
in the order you thinlc corroct. 
THERE IS ONLY ~ MISPLACED SENTENCE IN EACH PARAGRAPH. 
Sample: War God of the Vikings Misplaced 
Sentence 
3 
1. 
1. Thor, the Vikings' war god, was one of the strongest of 
the gods. 2. He vdelded the thm1der and lightning and caused 
storms that brought great suffering to many people. 3. 11hen he 
was aroused, the noise of his anger was terrible. 4. He was 
very quarrelsome, often cruel and violent. 5. Sometimes he 
fell into uncontrollable fits of anger. 6. This god was al1"1C'.ys 
ready for adventure. 
Correct 
Order 
1 
2 
4 
5 
3 
6 
Our Chinese Laundryman Misplaced 
Sentence 
1. Our Laundryman is a real Oriental both in feature 
and in costume. 2. He is small and rather thin~ 3. His Correct 
skin is yellow and he has slanting eyes, high cheek bones, Order 
and a small mouth that discloses very white teeth when he 
smiles. 4. On his feet he wears straw sandals. 5. His hair 
is black and is braided in a queue~ · 6o He wears the tradi-
tional Chinese costume with small dragons embroidered in 
gold on the sleeves. 7. In every way he is truly representa-
tive of his native land. 
Go on to the next page. 
'· 
4. 
5. 
The :Big League Players 
l.. 'l'he big-league players work very hard to play in 
the World Series. 2. The players start to train ear~ 
every spring. ) At the training camps the players spend 
all their time on baseball. 4. 'l!he camps have pitching 
mounds and sandpits, areas for batting practice, and 
machines for exercise. 5. The life of a baseball player 
is not ea~, yet these men wouldn't trade it for anything 
elae in the world. 
Pierre 
1. Pierre was very kind to the new settlers. 
~. During the planting season he would help them plow 
and sow their lands. J. If a peasant was too poor to 
own a horse, Pierre would harness himself to the plow 
and do more work than the horses. 4. He would help 
them clear off the land they had selected for their farms. 
5. Many people said thnt Pierre LeBrant was the kindest 
man in the world. 
Our Hero 
1. Prince, our beautiful white collie, is a guard, 
p.2 
Misplaced 
Sentence 
Correct Order 
Misplaced 
Sentence 
Correct brder 
Misplaced 
Sentence 
protector and hero. 2. When mother puts the baby out in Correct Order 
his carriage, Prince sits faithfully beside it uhtil she 
returns. J. His most noble act occurred last summer at 
the beach. My three-year-old sister .f~ll o.ffthe pier; 
Prince rescued her instantly. 5. We are certainly proud 
of our dog. 6. If a stranger comes inside the gate he 
starts barking and continues to bark until told to stop. 
Closer Union of Nations 
1. The radio and the airplane have made far dii-
tant parts of the earth seem very close indeed. 2. A 
mere turn of a dial brings a broadcast from the other 
side of the world. 3. A week-end trip to London is even 
now a possigility. 4. News from Sydney can reach Bos-
tenians as quickly as it can reach Australians them-
selves. 5. Travel by plane takes people with breath-
taking sp~ed over land and sea. 6. You can breaKfast in 
Bostoh, have lunch in St. Louis and attend a late 
evening banquet i.h Los Angeles. 7. Radios and airplanes 
are uniting nations. 
Misplaced 
Sentence 
Correct Order 
Score: A Jtisplaced Sentence 
B~orrect Order ---
Part I Soore 
----
PJIRT II 
RECOGNIZING MAIN IDEJ,S iJID SUBORDINATING MINOR IDEAS 
Directions a 
In each section of Part II ~ there is a list of related items 
containing one Ma:in Idea and sever al M.i.nor Ideas. 
A. Reqognizing Maln Id~~: 
Find the Main Idea. the most i nportant idea in the group. 
In the answer space at the right, nunber the Hain Idea 1. 
B. Subordinating Minor Idec;,s: 
The· items that renain after the Main Idea has been 
selected.s are Minor Ideas. 
In the answer spaces at the right: number the Minor Ideas 
in the order in which they would best develop the 'Main 
Idea. 
Sample: Civil War 
Revolutionary War 
Famous Militar,y Events in u.s. 
War of 1812 
--------------------------·---------~--------··-··--- ·--------~-~-----~ 
l. Stagecoach 
Automobile 
Ox cart 
Travel by Land 
Electric car 
Steam train 
4 • . Gray W.!;Lter 
cSunrise at sea 
Deepening colors in 
sky 
Path of gold 
------------~~---------------- 5. Following directions 
2. CUltivate the soil 
Haw to plant a garden 
Plant the saed 
Select sui table 
location 
Decide on plants 
Adding the tail ---
Making a kite 
Getting materials 
b.ssembling parts 
--------------~~------~==~-6. Building set . on fire 
_______ .... ..,___ ...... __._._ ____ _....__ ___ _,_,__ 
Men shot down ---
3! Making sandwiches 
Deciding the menu 
Packing lunch basket 
Making shopping list 
Checking purchases 
13\zy'ing items 
Preparing pionic lunch 
Women and children 
killed 
Indians atta~ fort 
Indians sneak up on 
stockade 
Guard killed 
----------------------~----~~---------~-------------------· ---
Soores 
A.Hain Ideas: 
B.Minor Ideas: ---
Score lor Part II 
---
\ 
\ 
PART III 
ORDER IN THE bEvEtoPMENT OF TOPIC SENTENCES 
Directions: 
In each secti on of Part III.Y the underlined sentence is 
the topic sentence or main sentence of the paragraph. 
The order of the developing S8nt zEces thct f ollow it 
is incorrecto 
Decide which of the developing sentences should be first. 
Write the number l in the answer space to the right of 
the sentence you have selected. 
Decide which of the developing sentences should be second, 
Write the number 2 in the answer space to the right of 
your second choice. 
Continue rmmbering the remaining sentences of each section 
until all answer spaces have been filled. 
Sample: Butterwort 
The butterwort grows in damp places - along streams, 
in marshes, or on wet rocks. 
Its leaves grow in a cluster near the ground. l 
vVhen an insect lights on a leaf, the edges curl 
up and crush the insect which tho plant then 
digests. ~ 
The leaf curls up so tig~~ly that it is almost 
impossible to uncurl it. 4 
They are broad, somewhat soft, and have shiny, 
sticky covering that attracts the insects. 2 
The Owl 
The biggest bird that Dan had ever seen was an owl 
that lived in the forest near his home . 
Vfllen he had read the book from beginning to end1 he 
thought, "That's the most interesting book Itve 
ever read. I'll return to the woods and try to 
find the owl.n 
This big owl was Dan' s reason for studying a bird 
book\and as he read further his interest grew. 
They catch mice, frogs and other small animals, 
which they share with their young. 
He learned that the owl and his mate hunt at 
night. 
Go right on the next page 
---
P• 4 
Charles Di·ckens 
Charles Dickens suffered many hardships as a boy. 
While his father was in prison, Charles had to go to 
work in a shoe-blacking factory. 
At the age of nine he moved with his family to a 
shabby dwelling outside London. 
Charles had little schooling after this but read all 
the books he could get. 
He was only ten years old 'When his father was thrown 
into debtors prison. 
p. !:> 
___________ ._ ________________ .__ _______ _.... _____ .._ _______________________ _.__ 
Simon Bolivar 
Simon was a striking-looking young man of twenty-one. 
He was conscious of his charm and paid a great deal of 
attention to his clothes, setting the fashion in 
coats 1 hats 1 waistcoats and ~users. 
His d~~psot eyes were extraordibarily dark and his 
teeth were sparkling. 
He was of medium height--five feet and six inches--
but he was so slender and carried hi.TJlself so well 
that it seemed as if he were taller.-
His face, between his black side-whiskers, was long 
and thin and very white • 
~-----------~--------------------~---------------------------====:--~---~ 
4. How Turpentine Is Made 
Turpentine is prepared from the sap that runs under the 
bark of pine trees. 
The heat converts the turpentine into vapor, which 
rises and passes through a tube. 
Every few lll.ays it is collected and taken to the 
distillery where it is mixed with water and heated 
in a great kettle. 
The sap consists of resin and turpentine. 
Strips of bark are cut from the trees, and the stic~ 
sap runs down and fills the notches (called "boxes") 
that have been cut into the wood~ · 
Go right on to th~ next page. 
s. A Fish story 
Fishing always leads to fish stories. 
He told me all about an eighteen inch perch he had 
caught. 
The perch was now eight inches long~ 
This story was told me by a boy who had come from 
a fishing trip. 
I found out that the boy had not even gone on a 
fishing trip but with a net had caught a gold-
fish in a near-by pond. 
A few weeks later he told me the story again. 
1;:'0 v 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
6. The Pitcher Plant 
The pitcher plant gets its name from the fact that 
its leaves resemble pitchers. 
Some of these plants are large enough to catch 
pigeons and mice$ 
When an insect falls into the pitcher, the steep, 
smooth walls and the barrier of hairs prevent 
him from crawling out. 
The insect drowns, and its boqy is dissolved by 
the juices in the leaf. 
The long bristly hairs on the inside of the leaf 
point downward. 
Rain water and juice from the plant collect within 
the pitchers. 
-----------------------------------------------------------------·-·--------
7. A Quick Escape 
A crackling in the underbrush close to our mooring 
gave warning of danger lurking near by. 
Tom, my sole mate on the trip, gave a firm push with 
one of the oars and sent the boat out faster. 
Suddenly from a thicketin the very spot where we 
had been sitting so peacefully, came a big brown 
bear. 
I reached quickly for the rope that tied the boat 
to a tree stump on the river's edge. 
In less than a minute I had untied the rope and 
we began to drift from the shore. 
Score for Part III 
PART ±v 
RECOGNIZING TOPIC SENT~NCES AND SUBORDINATING DETAILS 
Directions: 
In each section of Part IV, the sentences are in incorrect 
order. 
Among the sentences in each section, one sentence is the 
main sentence or Topic SentenceQ The remaining sentences 
are the developing sentenees, or Details. 
A. Recognizing Topic Sentenees : .. 
Find the Topic Sentence, the most important sentence 
in each set of sentences. In the answer space to the 
right of the sentence you have selected, write the 
number 1. 
B. Subordinating Details: 
Sample: 
Find the sentence that should immediately follow the 
Topic Sentence. 
Write the number 2 in the answer space to the right 
of this sentence. 
Continue numbering each item, in the order you think 
it should be written, until every item in each section 
has a number. 
A Waterfall 
Then falling again they reflected light in a beautiful 
rainbow. 3 
-----
Tons of water seemed to be rushing to some unseen 
goal as if chased by terrible demons, 1 
All about were myriads of tiny diamonds that floated 
off toward the horizon and melted into the atmos-
phere. 
Rushing uncontrollably, the waters catapulated down 
the cliff only to be throvvn up again in the foam-
ing sprayo 
2 
4 
Po 7 
----------------------------------------------------~--------------------
1. Crops from the Gulf States 
Over half of our rice ·crop grows on the warm, well-
watered coastal land~ of Louisiana and Texas. 
Most of the sugar cane produced in this country is 
grown on the Mississippi delta of · "Louisiana. 
Sugar cane, rice, and citrus fruits are the· leading 
crops of the subtropical belt. 
In Florida the citrus-fruit industry has been developed 
on a: large scale since 1880 in response to demands 
from other parts of the countryo 
-:t·This set not i ncluded in orig inal test 
The Raft 
Several days were spent in selecting the right size 
trees, in chopping them down, illld in smving logs. 
Jerry's father, wh0 owned a patch of woods 3 gave the 
boys permissi~n to cut whatever wood they neededo 
The boys then made a solid frame of the heaviest logs. 
To this frame the smaller logs were nailed securely. 
Jer~ and his friends decided to build a raft. 
Within a week the raft was ready to launch upon the 
shallow riverG 
p., 8 
---------------------------------------------------------------------~--
Lou Ghorig 
It was when playing on a high school team that he 
first won fame., 
Lou Gherig was a great favorite with baseball fans 0 
Later he made four home runs in one g~e. 
Lou Gherig was one of the most famous Yankee players. 
He played 2130 consecutive games of baseball. 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------
4. Making Candles in Colonial Days 
After the molds were filled the candles cooled 
slowly. 
The candles were made in molds, which usually hold 
three, six, or nine candles. 
Down the center of the mold was a wick which was 
fastened at the bottom by being passed through 
a hole and knottedo 
Melted beef and mutton fat was poured into a trough 
at the top of the mold~ 
They were then reaqy for useo 
Go right on to next page. 
["' " /e., .. 
6. 
A"tomi0 Energy 
Some day it may be useful as fuel and for many other 
things. 
These men have made bombs, but they are also trying 
to find out how atomic e~ergy ~J .an help people. 
In Los Alamos, scientists are wo:ddng en ,gt.:'linic 
energye 
Atomic energy may be able to cure disease~. 
They are tryinG to solve the mysteries of ~he atom. 
Pony E:~rcss Riders 
Since the pony expres8 tra•re1ed fast, the hors~s could 
not carry heacry loadf>, 
Top weight for a rider was 125 pounds. 
Most of them were young fellows in their early twenties, 
still young e~ough to like danger and excitement. 
Buffal"11 Bill was the most famous of all riders. 
Pony express riders were a picked band ef daring 
horsemen. 
They had to be for they risked their lives on every 
trip. ' 
---------------~ .......... ·-------------------
The E~ch"tnbd Ring 
Ivan was no :J.onger safe. e•ron :..n ~1:i. s own k:L"lgdom~ and 
so he wc-ont j '1. sear·-..b. o:? tnc ;:;':.ol.on :-·i:1~~ 
One d1.y the ]"1oy'::: wicked U.."l~le arranged fo:::- a raven to 
steal. the ril1f! o 
Iva."l was a young pi'in~e wh0 ~wned an enchan;t-ed ring 
that· W•)Uld k"lcp hi "U f:::-orr_ all_ harm_, 
Af-7.er that the 1:!Jc)_e shut the boyts mother in an iron 
t.rwcr., 
NJw the ;vo"IDg pri'18e de+term.ined that he would try to 
:r:e ..!OV·.3,.. l:.'le :ring, +,he:1 ·, !'etnrn home 1 rescue his 
mo .:,l:.e.l' anct. s eize: the ld.ngdom f:>:>om his uncle. 
s~ore:A.Topic Sentence 
B.Order of Details 
----Score for Par·c IV 
Not included i n origina l te S:. • 
-----
~~ 1' U.tt ul-Ult.Ll~U 
PART PART PART 7 PART PART PART PART 
I I II II III III III 
p.1 p.2 p.3 p.3 p.4 p.5 p.6 
2. A. A. 2. s. 2 
_L __ 1. 4o 3 
4 1 1 
5 __ _ 1 __ 1 
~. 4 
2. ~ s 1 2 j.. 
3 
3. 
4 ~ 
3. 
~ 
3. 
-- - 1 4 
6. 
s 
1 3 
4. 
6 
B. B. 3 
1. 4. 1 
J 2 4 6 6 2 
-tr-2. 
3 2 
7!--.5"" 4 
-5-4- s. 
2. 3 1 s. 4 5 
4. 3 ~ 2 4 
~. 4 
4 3 6. 1. 2 6 
3. 4 6 1.! 7. 
.1 2 5 - --- 3 7 2 
1 1 5 2 
4 ~ 4 4 1 Score Score 
A! 5 6 1 Bt 5 A. 2 B~ 2'1 
10 
33 2 
Score 
30 

